
Dear Sir/Madam

I have lived in Hadley Wood since 1999. I am currently renting a property in East Barnet,
as my home (43 Claremont Road, Hadley Wood, EN4 0HR) is undergoing redevelopment.
Both my children (Ravi and Priyesh Patel) went to Hadley Wood Primary School, and I
worked there for a number of years as a lunchtime assistant. As a family we value the
green spaces within Hadley Wood, and we are looking forward to returning to our home.
We are greatly concerned by and object to the proposed site allocation, which would allow
the development of 160 homes on Green Belt land. It is the surrounding Green Belt land
which protects the special character of the area. 

1. NOT A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LOCATION.  Whilst good growth and
development is welcomed, amenities and infrastructure would require significant
investment and improvement to accommodate a meaningful increase in the number of
residents.  Hadley Wood lacks schools, healthcare, shopping and leisure facilities, local
public transport is poor and drainage/sewers inadequate.  It is a car-dependent location,
and key roads operate at over 100% of capacity.

2. SAVE OUR GREEN BELT. The Green Belt must be protected and conserved in North
West Enfield where it serves vital purposes including separation from Barnet and Potters
Bar, helping air quality in the borough and biodiversity. It cannot be right to plan to
destroy this Green Belt, directly contrary to all green and climate change policies.  We
should be protecting and conserving our remaining green spaces now and for future
generations.

3. PLAN WILL DESTROY OUR UNIQUE HERITAGE LANDSCAPE. The Hadley
Wood meadows under threat are unique and not just some fields in the middle of nowhere.
They are part of the established green belt in a single Area of Special Character across
three boroughs. They are in the middle of a green corridor from Barnet through to the
farms north and east of Hadley Wood, providing visual harmony for many walkers and
cyclists. They are the setting for two Conservation Areas and their loss to a housing estate
would greatly harm the heritage value of both Hadley Wood and Monken Hadley.  This is
the head valley of a main Enfield river which is liable to flood and needs to keep its
riverside flood spaces.

4. NOT A SUSTAINABLE SITE. The site should not be allocated for 160 houses on this
sloping and sensitive site adjacent to neighbouring green belt as well as in the setting of
Hadley Wood Conservation Area. It would cause substantial harm. The lower part of the
site is in a flood area for the river and will be highly affected by surface water run-off
issues within the site and downstream within Hadley Wood.

Can you please therefore remove this proposed site allocation from the next edition of the
Local Plan and retain the green belt status for the land.

Yours faithfully




